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A new method of estimati ng t he eq uiIibrium melting temperature, T m, of a poIy mer is 
descr,lbed, and applied to polychIorotnfiuoroethylene (P CTFE) , Experimentall y de
termll1 ~d values of the sO,-called obser ved melting point, T ~ Cobs), a re plotted as a function 
of t he Isother,mal crystalIlzatlOn temperat ure, 'l'x. , . \'\Then frced of sccondary effects, such as 
recrystaIIIzatlOll, the data ~t a s t ra lght lille of posit ive s lope on a T~ (obs) versus T x plot, '1', 
be~ng t~e abscIssa. This 1m? I ~ t hen extrapo~~ted ~o ,its in tersection wi th t he line '1'~ (obs) 
= T x , ~he temperature at t his In te rsectIOn IS 7 m' 1hls Intersection is at 224 °C for PCTF E 
a nd T m IS quoted as 224 ± 1 °C, (The hi ghest melti ng po i nt actua lIy attain ed for a speci me l~ 
was 218,2 00.,) The v,alue of '1'", est imated usin g t he extrapolation procedure is co mpa rcd 
WIth t hat est ll;, ated USll1 g th e customary method of slow st epwise warming, 

A theorctlcal Just lfi catlOll IS gIven [or making t he type of plot mentioncd abo\'e, The 
most Impor~an t assumpt Ion used in the theory is t hat on(' of the dim ensions of the growin g 
crystal retains a val,ue rather close to t hat of t ho appropri ate growth llu cleus during a n iso
t hermal ~ rystalll zatlOn, the other two dimenSions bCll1g Ia rge in comparison, Combination 
of thIS WIth the fact t hat t hc r clevant dimension of th e growth nu cleus will varv as the re
ciprocal of t he degree, of supcrcooIing leads to the prediction of melting points t llat increase 
1ll1early With crystallizatIOn te mperat ure, The ass umption t hat ono of the dimensions of 
the crystal retains a valu e fairly cIose t<? that of a growth nucIeus can I'cadi Iy be jus ti fi cd on 
the baSIS of polymer crystal growth \\,Ith cha m fold s, Its just ifi cation in the case of the 
cus tomary bundlelike mode of crystalli zation is less clear , It is demonstrated expc ri mentalIy 
th~t even th e larges t detectlbl e crystals In PCTFE are onIy abo ut 70 percent t hi cker than a 
p nm ary nueIeus, when secondar~' eff ects are minimized, 

The ~PJ) li cation of t he t heory to syste ms other th~n PCTFE is d iscusscd bri('Ity, and 
some prelllTIma ry, measurements, on polyethylene mentioned, So mo points reIating to the 
shape of t he melt In g cur vcs of highl y crys taII lll e polymers a re a Iso brought Oll t, 

1. Introduction 

The present. investig~tion w::s begun largely be
cause of om' mterest 111 learnmg more about the 
factors that influence the melting behavior of 
polychlorotrifluoroethylene (PCTFE) specimens that 
were crystallized in bulk. Such factors as the rate 
of heating .u~ed in the melting run, the initial degree 
of crys~alh~nty, and the. temperature .of the original 
crysta~hzatIOn were studI ed, One baSIC fact emerged 
early III the 'work: the temperature of the oriO"inal 
crystallization bad an important influence on th~ ex
perimentally observed melting point. Under ap
propriate experimental conditions, the observed 
melting point, T~ (obs) increased markedly and near
ly linearly as the crystallization temperature Tx 
was increased. It naturally occurred to us that'such 
da;ta might ?~ e:ctrapolat~d in such a way as to per
mit the equilibrIUm meltmg temperatlU'e T m to be 
determined. The concept that T~(obs) T~, and 
T x might be simply related to one al~othe{' was 
appar ently frrst mentioned by Lauritzen and Hoff
man [lp. For a simplified model, they showed that 
T:n (0 bs) = (T m + T x) /2. A somewhat more general 
derivation is given in the present paper. The melt
ing point data on PCTFE are extrapolated to ob
ta~n an estimate of T m. A, nU!l1ber of secondary 
effects, such as the recrystallIzatIOn that may occur 
on slow warming, are discussed. 

I Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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It is of interest to know the equilibrium melting 
temperature of a polymer for a number of reasons. 
~Among these, is t!w fact thf1t this quantity is required 
III the analYSIS of crystal growth rate data in order to 
establish tbe degree of supercooling t:; T= T m- T x. 
The results of our studie on the isothermal growth 
of spherulitic crystallization in PCTFE at various 
temperatures will be r eported shortly [2] , 

The equilibrium melting temperature of a polymer 
~ay be defined as the :nel~ing point of an assembly 
of crystals, each of WI11Ch IS so large that size (i.e. 
surface) effects are negligible, with the provision that 
each such large crystal is in equilibrium 'with the 
Ilormal polymer liquid. (Small crystals will tend to 
melt well below T m) . A further provision is that 
the crystals at the melting point have the equilibrium 
degree of crystal perfection consistent with the 
minimum of free energy at T m. The melting 
p'henom,en~ may take p~ace ::t too high a temperature 
If the hqmd polYIner IS onented to an appreciable 
extent. 

!,h,e abo.ve, defulition of T m for a polymer is in 
pnnClple Similar to that for the true melting point 
of ~ pure compound ~f t~le non polymeric type, wheth
er It be a molecular, wnlC, or metallic crystal. How
e,ver, the formation within a reasonable period of 
tune of polymer Cl:Jstals that are sufficiently large 
to meet the reqUlrement that surface effects be 
negligible presents a most difficult practical problem. 
Polymers as they are ordinarily crystallized tend to 
melt out well below T m because the crystals are 



small, and perhaps somewhat too imperfect. The 
result is that an attempt to make a direct measure
ment of T m for a polymer is not necessarily rewarded 
by a result that is sufficiently free of crystal size 
effects. 

Before going on to give the theory and the analysis 
of the data, it is useful to indicate in a preliminary 
way the point of view that 'will he taken concerning 
the combination of circumstances that (a) causes 
the observed melting point of a linear polymer of 
high molecular weight to increase with increasing 
crystallization temperature and (b) renders it im
probable that the equilibrium melting temperature 
can actually be attained in a real polymer specimen 
in an experiment of reasonable duration. 

From nucleation theory we know that a dimension 
x of either a primary or secondary (growth) nucleus 
will vary as I j (tlT). If the nucleus grows on all its 
faces, a large crystal that will melt extremely close to 
the true melting point will form. This is evidently 
what occurs with ordinary crystals. On the other 
hand, if some restriction on growth exists for one 
dimension, so that the resultant crystallite continues 
to maintain this dimension at a small value close to 
x while growing to large size in the other two, the 
crystal will melt out well below Tm. Thus, if one 
dimension of a polymer crystal persisted at or near 
the value appropriate to a nucleus during the growth 
process, it is seen that the observed melting point 
would be distinctly higher the greater the tempera
ture of crystallization. As noted earlier, PCTFE 
exhibits such behavior. (Preliminary work reveals 
that similae behavior occurs for polyethylene.) The 
first systematic study showing an incren.se of melting 
point with an increase of crystallization temperature 
was that of Wood and Bekkedahl on natural rubber 
[3,4]. 

Even if one dimension of a polymer crystal re
mained at a value x near the primary or secondary 
nucleus size while growing to large size in the other 
two dimensions, it is readily seen that a large and 
high melting crystal would in theory be formed by 
carrying out the crystallization very near to T m 

where tlT is small. However, crystallization of a 
polymer specimen within a few degrees of T m, so 
that it would be certain to melt within say 1 or 2 DC 
of T m, will generally be prevented by kinetic factors. 
The growth rate of polymer crystals is nucleation 
rather than diffusion controlled anywhere near to 
T m, with the result that the rate of crystallization 
becomes exponentially slower as the crystallization 
temperature is raised. Depending on the polymer, 
the rate of isothermal crystallization generally be
comes excessively slow somewhere between 5 and 
20 DC below even the nominal melting point. On 
this basis, one must expect to be frequently con
fronted with the problem of the depression of the 
observed melting point well below the true equilib
rium melting temperature because of small crystal 
size. In a slow warming run, certain secondary 
mechanisms, to be discussed in some detail later, 
may operate in such a manner as to permit a further 
increase of crystal size. However, these effects 
(melting out followed by recrystallization; chain 
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mobility in the cryst.al) will tend to be increasingly 
ineffective the higher the temperature. H ence, it 
is to be expected that even the slowest of the warm
ing rates useful in practice may not lead to a speci
men which actually melts at T m, even though the 
dependence of T:" (obs) on Tx will be more subdued 
than with more rapid witrming. 

A slow stepwise warming technique has been 
advocated by Mandelkel'l1 [5,6] as a method of 
attaining or closely approaching T m in a real polymer 
specimen. From an operational standpoint, this 
method places emphasis on secondary processes such 
as the recrystallization that occurs with very slow 
warming as a method of obtaining large crystals 
and a high melting point in a specimen, rather than 
on initially crystallizing at the highest practicable 
temperatLU'e to achieve the same end. The question 
naturally arises as to how close the results obtained 
with the slow stepwise warming technique, as it is 
applied in practice, are to both the T m value ob
tained by the extrapolation method, and the actual 
melting points of specimens obtained with initial 
crystallization at a high temperature. In order to 
obtain information on these points, a slow stepwise 
warming run was carried out on PCTFE. Data on 
polyethylene are also discussed in connection with 
this problem. Evidence is cited that sug-gests that 
the slow stepwise warming technique, as it has been 
employed in practice, gives melting points that are 
at least a few degrees below T m. 

The data on PCTFE analysed in this paper lead 
to the definite conclusion that one dimension of the 
crystal is small and close to that of a nucleus. (The 
preliminary data on polytheylene lead to a similar 
conclusion.) A discussion is given concerning the 
origin of this phenomenon. One of the models 
discussed is that of polymer crystal growth with 
chain folds, and the other is the familiar bundlelike 
model of polymer crystal growth. It is indicated 
that the retention of one dimenSIOn of the grown 
crystal near that of a growth or primary nucleus can 
be defended on theoretical grounds for a folded 
crystal, but that difficulties arise in the case of the 
bundlelike system. On this and other grounds, it is 
concluded that it is highly probable that the melting 
behavior of PCTFE is to be explained in terms of 
the model with chain folds . 

2. Theory 
2 .1. Crystals With Chain Folds 

The principal objective of this section is to derive 
an expression relating the observed melting point 
T":(obs) of a polymer with chain folded crystals to 
the crystallization temperature Tx and the equilib
rium melting temperature Tm. The general type 
of experiment to which the theory applies is the 
following. A specimen is crystallized isothermally 
at Tx after being cooled from the melt. The melting 
point T:"(obs) relevant to Tx is determined by warm
ing the specimen at a specified rate by a method 
which locates the temperature at which the last de
tectible trace of crystallinity disappears. The ex
periment is then repeated for different Tx v9,lue8. 



r------------------------

Th~ dev:clopment .given mentions the theoretical jusLifi
catIOn -( or itss ummg that one dirnension of a folded 
crystal retains a value close to that of a primary or 
g rowth nucleus. Consideration is also given to the 
eeondary n~echanisJ:ns, such as recrystallization, that 

mity occur m expenmental studies itnd allow some 
increase .in this res~rieted dimension. The sh<),pe of 
the meltmg curves IS itlso discussed. 

Consid?l" t~1.e free energy of formation of a crysLal 
wILh cham folds o.f the type shown in figure l ao 
D efine the dllnensLOn 1 itS the step height of t he 
crystal, }wd d enote the other two dimens ions a and 
h. Let U and U e be the lateral and end surface free 
C!lergy, respectively. Then the free energy of form a
tlOll of a crystal may be written as 

6.¢c= 2abue+ 2alu+ 2blu- abl(t::,. j) , (1) 

where (t::,.j) is the free energy difl'erence between 
t he supercoo led liquid phase and the bulk crystal 
phase. The laLter qUcLutity may be wriLLen 

t::,.1 = (MLf) (t::,. T) (t::,.hf) (T m-T x) 
Tm Tm (2) 

~o n, sufficient. apP!·oxiJonlLtion.2 The quantity (t::,.hf ) 

IS t h.e heat of ~usJO n 1Il erg cm- 3. Th e quantities 
a , b, and 1 are m cm , and thc surfc),ce free ene ra ies 

. 2 b 
are m erg cm - . Thus t::,. ¢c is given in eras for the 
whole crystitl. b 

By setting 6.¢c= O, one finds 

(3) 

f0[' the melting poin L of 11 fold ed crysLa l where 1 is 
smal~ compared to a and b [1,7]. The equilibrium 
melLing temperaLure is see ll to correspond to a 
crystal that h as very large a , b, and 1 dimensions . 

. Even in the case where a and b arc only several 
tunes hLrger t!l a,: 1, eq (3) is a hir approximation 
because u . "nIl 111 general be substanLiHJly lar<ter 
t han u . The ratio u /u e will usually be withil~ a 
factor of 2 or so of 0.1 [7]. The quantity u . will 
usually lIe between 25 to 40 erg cm- 2 to perhaps 
150 to 175 erg cm- 2, depending on the work: required 
to make a fo ld, and the cross-sectional area of the 
polymer molecule [7]. Thus, the terms - 4u/ (t::,.hf )a 
and - 4u / (6.hf )b which appear in the exact form 
of eq (3) will be less important than the term 
- 2u ./ (ML,)1 even if a and b are only a few times 
larger than 1. In the case a> > 1 and b> > 1, eq 
(3) may be regarded as exact. 

For completeness, the terms 4aE + 4bE where E is 
the edge free energy in erg cm- 1 co uld have been 
included in eq (1) , but this would not have affected 
the result for T~(l) . The edge free energy reflects 
the extra wmk that may be required to cause a fold 

• Tbe expressiOll tJ. j= [(llh,)(tJ. T )/T .. ][T./T ml. which takes account of the fact 
tha t th e entrop)' dlflerenc.e between the supercooled liquid and crystalline phase 
falls below (llhr)/ T m when T .<T m is somewhat more accurate tha n eq (2). (See 
Ref. [9]) . However. we need not comphcate the analysiS at this point by using 
the '!lore accurate express ion for (ll f) if it is understood that the results may 
requu'e modLileatlon jf T .J 1'w falls much below a bout 0.9. 
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F IGURE 1. i1Iodeis of polymer crystals. 

(a) Lamellar crystal wi t h chain folds. 
(b) Bundlelike crys t al. 

to lie .on a flaL surface in from the fo ld plane, rather 
than in the plane of the chain folds or even outside 
it [1,7]. 

The assumpLion t::,.¢c= O is equivalent to the state
menL Lhat the melting of crystals of finite ize occurs 
~vhen the~ree energy of the crysLal, . surface energy 
mcluded, IS the same as that of the supercooled 
liquid. 

'-IVe must now pause and ask if it is reasonable to 
assume that 1 remains at a small value while the 
folded crystal grows to large dimensions in the a and 
b directions. 

TI~Cl'? is a sLrong theoretical jusLificn,t ion for this 
~'estnctlO~ of 1 111 the case of polymer crystals grown 
m the cham folded patLern . This has been discussed 
in detail in a series of Lhree papers by Lauritzen and 
Hoffman. [1,7], and Lauritzen [8]. R eference [1 ] 
deals mamly with the formation of chain folded 
platelets in dilute solu Lion . Referen ce [7] deals with 
the formation of chain folded crystals in bulk, and how 
aggrega.tes of s Ll ch crystals can form typical lamellar 
spheruh~es. Reference [8] treats the problem of t he 
fluctuatIOn of step height within a <tiven folded 
crystal as it grows in the a and b dir~ction. The 
following is a summary of a number of points relevant 
to. the pr.esent discussion concerning crystallization 
WIth cham folds.. The original papers should be 
consulted for details. 

It. can be shown ~hat at a given degree of super
coolmg the step heIght of the growth nucleus will 
not fall below 2ue/(6.j ), because no increase of sta
bility even with extended growth in the a and b 
direcLions is achieved thereby. (It is easily seen 
from eq (1) that t::,.¢c always ha a positive value 
when 1= 2u./(t::,.j) no matter what values are as
signed to a and b. Thus a stable crystal with this 
step height, i.e., one with t::,.¢c negative, cannot be 
formed ). If the edge free energy E is included in 
the calculation, this ~ower lim~t becomes 1= (2 ue+ 
E/bo) / (/if), where bo IS the thwkness of the mono
molecular growth layer. 



The explanation of why the 1 dimension of t he 
growth nucleus will not increase markedly as the 
folded crystal grows to large size in the a and b 
dimensions is based on the fact that the maximum 
steady-state growth rate in the a and b dimensions 
refers to a certain value of 1. The value of 1 that 
leads to the maximum growth rate is [1,7] 

1* g (4a) 

The quantity kT/bou will generally run from 10 to 
30A. If 1 for a given crystal becomes temporarily 
larger than I~, the activation barrier becomes high, 
thus reducing t he rate of crystal growth in the a and 
b directions. For a relatively large value of E, eq 
(4) will be 

1*- 4ue - 1* 
g-(t:.j)- p' (4b) 

where Ii; is the step height of a pnmal'y (homo
geneous) nucleus. Crystals with values of 1 in 
excess of those given by eqs (4a) and (4b ) will 
occasionally occur, but these will not grow as rapidly 
in the a and b directions as those with a step height 
Ii- Once a chain folded crystal is formed , it will not 
tend to grow rapidly in the 1 direction because of 
the folds .3 Through fluctuations , a step height 
that is too large will gradually tend toward Ii as 
growth in the a and b directions takes place [8]. 
The tendency of the step height of a folded crystal 
to maintain itself close to that of the growth nucleus 
is also predicted by the theoretical studies of Frank 
and Tosi [10] and Price [11]. 

At a supercooling of 20° C, eqs (4) predict values 
of I~ in the neighborhood of roughly 50 to 500 A [7]. 
There is no restriction to such a small value implicit 
in the model for growth in the a and b directions. 
Thus, there is a theoretical justification for the 
assumptions a» 1 and b» 1 used in the deriva
tion of eq (3) for a polymer crystal formed on the 
chain folded pattern. 

The considerations outlined above provide a 
reasonable theoretical justification for the assumption 
that the mean value of the step height 1 of a folded 
crystal will maintain itself at a value close to that 
of a primary or growth nucleus, while the other two 
dimensions become much larger. The various 
factors that can lead to a preponderance of crystals 
with chain folds over bundle-like crystals during 
crystallization from the supercooled bulk phase are 
discussed in some detail in reference [7] . 

From an experimental standpoint, there is ample 
reason to consider polymer crystals with chain folds 
for material crystallized from dilute solution. Keller 
[12] has clearly demonstrated that the platelets 
formed under these conditions are chain folded when 
removed from the solution and dried, and tbat the 
step heigh t increases with decreasing supercooling 
as required by eqs (4a) and (4b). The question of 

3 In some cases, diffusiou mechanisms involving chain mobility in the crystal 
may allow a gradual increase of I in a grown crystal with tbe passage of time. 
This effect is discussed later in tbe paper. 

whether chain folded crystals exist in polymer 
crystallized from the supercooled bulk phase has 
proved to be more difficult to answer. Recently 
however, Geil has demonstrated that chain folds 
must exist in polypropylene crystallized from the 
melt [13]. This work provides strong experimental 
confhmation of the view that the lamellae in spheru
lites consist of chain folded crystals (d. ref. [7]). 
Any chain folded structures formed in bulk will 
doubtless possess some chains protruding from the 
plane of the chain folds , and chains of a similar 
character forming interlamellar links. 

We retUTll now to the question of the application 
of eq (3) to melting point data. The melting point 
T~ (obs) is defined operationally as the temperature 
where the last detectible trace of crystallization dis
appears. For crystals at the melting point defined 
in this way, the value of I that is relevant in eq (3) 
is not the average value of 1, but rather a somewhat 
larger value that represents the thicker and therefore 
the higher melting crystals in the system. In this 
situation, it is convenient to assume that 
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where I; is given by (4b) and {3 is a constant. This 
states simply that the mean step height of the 
crystals that melt out last, i.e., those corresponding 
to T~ (obs), is {3 times as large as the mean step height 
of a primary nucleus, or the mean step height of a 
growing crystal with fairly large E. 

Some discussion of the expected values of (3 and 
the implications of this appl'oximation is necessary. 

The theory of chain folded nucleation and growth 
suggests a rather narrow number distribution of step 
heights n (t) of the general type shown in figure 2 by 
the dashed line. The particular distribution illus
trated was calculated on the assumption that the 
grown lamellae have the same step height distribu
tion as that of the primary (homogeneous) nuclei 

f3 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

nW v(jJ) 

246 
£ in units 0; I(M) 

FIGURE 2. Distribution of lamellar thickness for crystals 
with chain folds (schematic). 

- - - - denotes number distribution n (l ). 
- - denotes volu me distribution v el ). 
x, y, and z indicate increasing fj with increasing detector 

sensitivity. 



[1, 7] . This corresponds to the case wh ere the 
growth nucleus h as a large E. The assumption thaL 
the step height distribution of the grown lamell ae is 
Lhe same as that of the primary nuclei is crude . 
However, a detailed calculation [8] of the distribution 
of step heights formed in the growth process within 
a given lamella, and the deviation of the average 
height of each lamella compared with the rest, gives 
a distribution which for the present purpose has 
similar properties. H ence our general conclusions 
concerning (j will not r es t on the assumption of 
homogeneous initiation. 

It is seen in figure 2 that th ere is a rather sharp 
maximum in n (1) at l i=4 CTe/(llf) . However , some 
crystals are thinner than Ii, and a significant number 
are t hicker. It is the melting of these thicker 
crystals that will be observed near the melting point 
as it has been defined. However , for the purpose 
of analysing melting points obtained from specific 
volll me-temperature (V" - T ) curves, we must really 
ask what the volume of such crystals is, ra.ther than 
Lhe number. We may in general expect the thicker 
crystals to have a larger volume, thus hifting t he 
righthand side of th e volume distribut ion funcLion 
v (l) slightly t o t he right in the plot shown in figure 2 
(see solid curve). Thus, for the case where t he 
mean step height of t he growing crystal is l i = 4 CT e/ 

(ll]) , we must expect {j to be somewhat in excess of 
unity. Fmther , the sensitivity of the detector will 
have an influence on the observed value of {j . This 
i shown in figure 2 at point x, y, and z, which 
correspond to slightly different {j values. Thus, in 
the case of large E, we may expect {j to be near or 
slightly greater than unity. In the case where E is 
negligible, {j may be expected to be somewhat below 
unity. 

Insertion of (5) into (3) gives 

is heated . The thinner lamellae, 01' sections thereof, 
will melt out tint. The (possibly somewhat orient ed) 
supercooled liquid produced by a melting crysLal at 
T,:.(l) during the warming process will Lelld to recrys
tallize at T:"(l), forming a crystal wiLh the larger 
value of I characteristic of this higher crystallization 
temperatUl'e. This new and thicker lamella will have 
a higher T~(l) value than the one originally melted 
out. The recrystallization will tend to be slower the 
higher the temperature because it involves a nuclea
tion mechanism.4 As a consequence, for a specified 
warming rate, the T:n(obs) values obtained for high 
Tx values are apt to be more nearly correct than 
those obtained for low Tz values . Thus a {j value 
obtained under conditions where r ecrys tallization 
occurs dUl'il1g the warming process will tend to be 
too large. Also, the value of Tm obtained by 
extrapolation of melting data involving recrys Lalliza
tion is apt to be somewhat low. These two feaLures 
are illustrated schematically in £igUl'e 3 in conjuncLion 
with the case {j = 1 (sec dotted line). 

The effect of recrystallization after melting out 
can be lessened by increasing the raLe of warming 
during the mel ting run. 

Possibility of I sothermal Increase oj I R esulting 
from Chain M obili ty in a Folded Crystal 

In Lhe derivation of eq (6), it was assumed that 
the step height I remained at a certain value, orig
inally determined by the cry tallizaLion t empera
tUTe, until it was melted out. This assumption 
implies that the polymer chains comprising the folded 
crystal h ave insufficient mobility to permi t the 
raLher complex rearrangements that would be re
quired to permit the step heigh t of a folded crystal 
to increase while sLill in the crystallill e s laLe. This 
assumption is probably correct in at least some 

T:" (obs)= Tm (1- 1/2{j)+;; . (6) 'Detailed investigations of the recrys tall ization proecss carried out by Kovacs 

T11 is equation describes a family of sLraight lines 
on a. plot of T~.(obs) versus Tz. The equilibrium 
melting temperature is the intersection oj one oj these 
lines with the line T:" (obs) = Tz. A chematic ploL 
of T:"(obs) against Tz for some (j values is shown in 
figure 3. 

The expression T:"(obs) = (Tm+ Tz )/2 given earlier 
[1] corl'esponds to the case {j = l. 

The depression of the observed melting point be
low the equilibrium melting temperature predicted 
by eq (6) for even the higher range of {j is quite 
large. Equation (6) was derived on the basis t hat 
no secondary processes enter and cause I to increase 
as the polymer is stored , or while it is being warmed 
durin g the meILing run . Such processes can be 
imagined, an d their effect is discussed below. 

Melting out oj Thin Crystals jollowed by 
R ecrystall ization 

According to eq (3) a given chain folded lamella, 
or portion of a lamella, will melt out as the polymer 
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and coworkers verify tbis statement (private communication from Dr. A. J. 
Kovacs, Strasbourg) . 

T~ {obs} 

FIGURE 3. Theoretical T~ (obs) versus T x plot. 

x-x- x d enotes T~(obs) versus Tx for various {3 values in 
experimentalJy accessible range (no secondary effects assumed). 

....... illustrates type of effect caused by recrystallization 
or chain mobi lity effects for {3= 1 line. 



cases, but in others the mobility of the chains 
might permit an isothermal increase of the step 
height on prolonged storage. The driving force 
for the increase of the step height will always exist 
below T':' (1) for a lamellar crystal as it is formed 
in the kinetic crystal growth process. (It should 
be recalled that a folded crystal possesses a small 
and temperatme-dependent mean step height I; 
because a crystal of this step height has the maxi
mum rate of growth in the a and b directions, and 
not becausc a crystal with this step height is the 
most stable at the crystallization temperatme 
from a thermodynamic viewpoint [1,7]). In view 
of the fact that a thin chain folded lamellar crystal 
could increase its stability (and hence, its melting 
point) by becoming thicker, through complex 
chain rearrangements fostered by chain mobility 
in a crystal, it seems useful to indicate how this 
would affect the present analysis. Reneker has 
suggested some interesting mechanisms involving 
defects such as point dislocations that could lead 
to a slow increase of I for folded crystals [14]. 

If gradual thickening due to mobility of segments 
in a folded crystal occurred, the melting points 
corresponding to various Tx values would all be 
raised somewhat, the effect on T':'(I) being least at 
the higher crystallization temperatures because 
of the greater thickness of the lamellae. In this 
sense, the effect of mobility would resemble the effect 
of recrystallization (increased (3, low extrapolated 
Tm value). There is, however, one important 
difference between the two effects: thickening of 
a lamella due to chain mobility in the crystal (if it 
OCCLlrs at all) could take place anywhere in the 
interval Tx to T':' (l), whereas thickening of a lamella 
due to melting out followed by recrystallization 
could occur only after a lamella had been heated 
to T':' O). Thus, if the observed melting point 
(at a given warming rate) depends markedly on 
the residence time at Tx , isothermal thickening of 
the lamellae due to chain mobility should be sus
pected. If the observed melting points are in
sensitive to the residence time at Tx, but are de
pendent on the melting rate, then the existence 
of simple melting out followed by recrystallization 
is indicated. (This does no t preclude some increase 
of step height due to chain mobility effects at low 
Tx values at residence times shorter than those 
that are experimentally practicable.) 

From this standpoint, the most reliable melting 
point data for the determination of Tm and {3 for a 
polymer where either or both effects occur to a 
measmable extent would be obtained on specimens 
where the initial crystallinity was low (short resi
dence time at Tx), where fairly rapid melting rates 
were used, and where the greatest reliance is placed 
on T,~(obs) data obtained for high T x values. 

The effect of orientation of the polymer liquid 
will be to increase the T": (obs) values. Such an 
effect may occm in samples where orientation is 
initially present due to severe stress applied to the 
melt phase, but this can generally be circumvented. 
Also, the crystallization process itself may locally 

l 
orient the supercooled liquid phase of the polymer II 

somewhat. Where a fast melting run is found to 
be necessary to minimize recrystallization and la
mellar thickening resulting from chain mobility, 
some residual effect of orientation may appear, 
but this should be minimized by making measure
ments on specimens of low initial crystallinity. 

In its simplest interpretation, the process we 
have termed "melting out" refers to the conversion 
of a crystal of a specified step height at a certain 
temperature given by equation (3) to a thermo
dynamic state of identical free energy and a molecular 
state similar to that of the normal supercooled 
liquid at the same temperature. While the chain 
molecules in the normal supercooled liquid may 
well be somewhat alined locally, this interpretation 
certainly implies a considerable disorientation of 
the chains during the " melting out" process. (This 
does not necessarily imply, however, that any 
ensuing recrystallization process 'willlead to a crystal 
with a different crystallographic orientation than 
the one originally melted out. For example, the 
presence of undestroyed nuclei in the form of un
melted lamellae, or portions of a lamella, could 
easily lead to the same orientation for the newly
formed crystal.) A more complex process than 
this might actually occur when at a certain tem
peratme the free energy of a lamella, or portion 
thereof, becomes equal to that of the normal super
cooled liquid. For example, a very thin (and 
nearly unstable) crystal might, when heated slightly 
find the route to a larger step height more rapid 
through the chain mobility mechanism than through 
the melting out with disorientation~recrystalliza
tion mechanism. In this case, the distinction we 
have drawn between the melting out~recr:rstalliza
tion, and the increase of step height through chain 
mobility, mechanisms would become rather artificial. 
Nevertheless, for a crystallization conducted fairly 
close to Tm , where the step height is large, one must 
expect the disappearance of the crystals on warming 
to correspond to the formation of liquid-like polymer 
in a state of disorientation at least fairly similar in 
nature to the normal supercooled liquid. 
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Despite the possibilities for an increase of step 
height after the formation of a folded crystal, it 
is commonly to be expected that a system of chain 
folded crystals will exhibit a marked dependence 
of melting point on the original crystallization 
temperature. In the limiting case where secondary 
effects resulting from recrystallization and chain 
mobility are minimized by appropriate experimental 
techniques, values of {3 ranging from somewhat 
below to somewhat above unity should be found, 
and a reliable value of Tm determined by the extrap
olation method. When these secondary effects en
ter, {3 will be larger than normal, and the extrapolated 
Tm value will be somewhat low. 

Shape oj the M elting Curves 

The theory indicates that the sharpness of the 
melting process near Tm will increase as the crystalli
zation temperature is increased. This is a natural 



con equ ellce or Lhe fa ct that T,~(obs) approaches 
Tm less !'ftpidly Lhan does Tx. This is illustrated 
sch ematically in flgure 4 for the case ~ = 1 on the 
a umption that no r ecrystalliza tion or chain mobility 
e([ecLs occm during the melting run. The acLual 
shape of the melting curve was drawn in such a 
manner as to conform to the type of distribution 
function for vel) shown sch em atically in figm e 
2. IThe mall wing on the right-hand side of the 
vel ) distribution may in some cases manifest itself 
as a small " tail" on the melting curve ncar the 
liquidus line as shown in the inset in figure 4. 

IL can be shown to a first approximation that the 
breadth of the melting process, say as measured by 
t he fu nct ion dT/dV somewhat below T~(obs), will 
vary approximately as t:;.T. Hecrystallization and 
chain mobility effects will in general tend to sharpen 
t he melting curves. 

The foregoing discussion indicates from fl, th eoreti
cal sLandpoint that on e way to achieve a very shm'p 
mc1Ling point for a polymer of very high molecular 
weio-ht, i.e., one that reproduces t he typical sha rp 
firsL-order phase tran siLion characLcrisLic of the melt
ing of pure non-chain molecular crystals/ would be 
to crystallize the polymer at very low supercooling. 
However , the rapidly decreasing rate of crysLalliza
tion as T m is approached (which culminaLes in a raLe 
that is zero at Tm), together wiLh the tendency of the 
sLep height to maintain it elf, must be expected to 
dcfeat the actual attainment of either thc equilibrium 
mclting temperature or the very sharp equilibrium 
meILing curve. The melting of each individual crysLal 
of step heigh t 1 at T~(l) is properly regardcd as a 
sharp first-order phase transition. The mclting CLlrve 
of a real polymer with a distribuLion of 1 is rcprc
sented here as the sum of a vastn umberof suchevents, 
and may be designated as a "diffu se" or " unsharp" 
first-order transiLion (cf. remarks of Mandelkern on 
the melting of lineal' homopolymers [15]) . 

2.2. Bundlelike Crysta ls 

The model is illustrated chematically in figure lb. 
The length is denoted l, and t he other two dimensions 
a and b. The end surface free energy is called (J., and 
the lateral surface free energy is called (J. (N ote tha t 
bold face symbols are used for chain folded crystals, 
and ordinary face type for bundlelike crystals). 

The free energy of formation of a bundlelilm crystal 
may be set down in a manner analogous to eq (1). 
Using steps similar to those noted in section 2.1, one 
obtains 

(7) 

as the melting point of a bundlelilm Cl~ystal that has 
large a and b dimensions and a small l dimension. 
The same result is obtained if the crystal is fl,ssumed 
to be a cylinder of revolution about the l direction . 

• An observable depression of the observed melting pOint below Tru'; •• is of 
COurse to be expectecl for ordinary molecula,· crystals if they are small enough. 
Because the growth of most such crystals is inherently three-dimensional, they 
become large, ancl the de pression due to sw·race efTects of the type that is so ap
paren t in polymers is to be measw'ed in ten ths to thousandths of a degree, rather 
th an ill degrees. 
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FIGLiRE 4. Theoretical melting Cllrves (schematic). 

The curves are b ased on t he type of distribut ion shown in 
fi gure 2. I ncreasing T", sharpens melting process. Inse t 
shows "tail" that may appear near Jiquidus li ne. 

The lengLh of a homogeneous nucleus for s ll ch a 
cry Lal is 

(8) 

The lengLh of a coherent lateral growth nucleus is 
l";= 2(J.!(t:;.j). These results are in general similar to 
t hose obtained for the corresponding folded crystal. 
Both l~ al1dl"; vary wiLh temperature as l /LlT . 

One could proceed from eqs (7) and (8) to derive an 
expression for a bundlelike crystal formally equiva
lent to eq (6) only in the ca (' where it is reasonable Lo 
define ~ by the rclaLion l= {3l~. Hecalling thfl,t we arc 
interested il1 explaining cases where T~(obs ) is clearly 
well below Tm when T x is in the pmcLicable crystalli
zation range, it follows that l must retain a valu e rea
sOl1ably close to that of either the primary 01' growth 
nucleus length, i.e. , {3 must be reasonably close to 
unity. (Valu es of (3 between 1 and 2 are found 
in the present study.) To the b est of our knowledge, 
th e assumption that the l dimension of a bundle
like crystal will retain a value fairly close to l~ or 
l "; as the crystal grows to large size in the a and b 
directions has never been j usLi fied on theoretical 
grounds. If t he assumption l= ~l~ cannot be justified 
for t he bundlclil\:e mode of growth , then it would fol
low that the melting behavior of a polymer that con
formed to an expression of the form of eq (6), with ~ 
in the stipulated range, would most appropriately be 
interpreted in terms of the chain fold model, where 
such a {3 value can readily be justified . 

We have considered several conceptions of how the 
growth of a bundlelike crystal might be much slower 
in the l direction than in the a and b directions. The 
result is that it appears to be difficult to defend the 
assumption l= {3l~ with {3 anywhere near unity for a 
bundlelilce crystal. The following describes the ap
proaches used : 



(1) A calculation of the grow.th rate in the l dir.ec
tion and in the a and b directIOns, was made usmg 
clas~ical nucleation theory. The effect of entangle
ments was ignored, and it was assumed that n.o cumu
lative strain existed at the bundle ends. Tlns model 
implies a more rapid growth rate in the l direction [7], 
since the end surface free energy of a polymer crystal 
is generally ao-reed to be much larger than the lateral 
surface free e~lergy. This model evidently does not 
correspond to the crystal habit exhibited b:y mo~t real 
polymers, which generally grow mos~ rapldly m the 
two directions tranverse to the cham axes, rather 
than in the chain axis direction. 

(2) The assumption that the cumulative strain 
that may occur in the diffuse en~ surface ?f a ~)Undle
like crystal might abort growth .m the l dIrectIOn was 
examined [7]. In the bundlehke system, polymer 
chain molecules actually pass through the end sur
faces and connect the crystalline and supercooled 
liquid phases together. Since there is a d~nsity d~f
ference between the two phases, cumulatIve stram 
may exist in the end of the bundle. This model raises 
a serious question concerning whether a larr;e bundle
like crystal can be for!l1ed at all , a!ld defimtely !'ules 
out of existence a stnctly bundlelike crystal wIth a 
flat end surface where the chains are perpendicular to 
this surface. The concept of cumulative strain does 
not imply that the restriction on growth in the l d~
rection would be such as to allow l to be even apprOXI
mately proportional to l; or l~. Crystals aborted ~y 
cumulative strain would in general tend to melt qUIte 
close to the crystallization t~mperatu~·e . Rather tl~an 
giving a clue as to the meltmg behaVIOr of bundlehke 
crystals, this model suggests one important reason 
why crystals with chain folds form instea~ . Cryst.als 
with chain folds effectively evade stram resultmg 
from the density difference of the supercooled liquid 
and crystal phases, since relatively few chains pass 
throngh the end (folded) surfaces. 

(3) The concept that chain enta!lglement:; ca~se 
a bundlelike crystal to cease growth m the l dIre?tIOn 
once it has reached the nucleus length was exammed. 
This special assumption does not appear to be readily 
justifiable. The same type of entanglements that 
one must assume are continually resolved as the 
critical-sized nucleus is being built up would have to 
suddenly become exceedingly. effective j~st as the 
length Z; was attained. Recallmg that l; IS strongly 
dependent on temperature! such.a mechanism for ~he 
persistence of the one dunensIOn of a bundlehke 
crystal near Z; seems improbable. 

On the basis of the above, it is regarded as un
likely that the interpretatio,n of. the meltin~ be
havior of a polymer conformmg wIth eq (6) wIth (3 
values in the general vicinity of unity is to be based 
on a bundlelike model. To derive the analogue of 
eq (6) for the bU?dlelike model, tl~e arbitrary as
sumption l= {31~ With {3 '" 1 h~s t~ be l!1troduced, and 
this apparently has no clear ]ustrficatIOn. 

As noted previously, the typical lamellar struc
tures so often seen in polymers crystallized from the 
unoriented melt are most readily explained in terms 
of growth of a substantially chain folded character 
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[7, 13]. Thus, in cases where .it is known that t~e 
melting process refers to the dIsappearance of tYPI
cal lamellar spherulitic structures on warming, the 
chain fold model discussed in 2.1 is clearly more 
appropriate than the analogous treatment with the 
bundlelike mod el. 

3 . Experimental 

3.1. Materials 

The specimens of PCTFE, - (CF2CFCI)n-, that 
were used in this work were laboratory samples of 
Kel-F grade 300 polymer that were kindly supplied 
to us by the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing 
Company. The number average molecular weight 
was stated to be about 415,000. The polymer was 
supplied in the form of molded sheets about 2 mm 
thiclc When crystallized as described below the 
polymer is highly spherulitic. 

3.2. Melting Runs With High Xlnl tlal and Moderately 
Slow Melting 

The objective of this part of the study was to de· 
termine, with moderately slow warming, the melting 
point of PCTFE specimens that had been isother
mally crystallized to a high degree of crystallini ty, x. 

A sample weighing from 1 to 3 g was first heated 
in an air bath far above any possible value of Tm to 
a temperature denoted Tl in order to establish a 
reproducible thermal history. (Tl was usually 
305°C.) Then it was quickly suspended in a sili
cone oil bath which was operating at the crystal
lization t emperature, Tx , and an isothermal crystal- 
lization carried out to the desired degree of crystal- I 
linity. The temperature of the sample in the bath 
was known to better than 0.1 °C. 

Melting data were obtained on such specimens 
by warming them in the silicone oil bat~ and plotting 
the specific volume-temperature (V- T) curves. 
The specific volume data were precise to within 
0.0002 cm3g- 1• This was sufficient to detect a 
melting point T~(obs) corresponding to the disap
pearance of all but the last four tenths of a percent of 
crystallinity. Details concerning the apparatus used 
have been given elsewhere [16]. The T~(obs) values 
cited are accurate to within about 0.2 °C. 

In carrying out the melting run, th e sampl e was 
first warmed rapidly from Tx to about 205°C in an 
attempt to minimize recrystallization. The melt
ing point T~(obs) was then determined with moder
ately slow warming above 205°C. Counting from 
the time 205 °C was reached, most of the melting 
runs were carried out within 4 to 6 hours, but a few 
were carried out over a period of many days in 
order to check the effect of the rate of heating. In 
all these runs, most of the time above 205 °C was 
spent in carefully approaching the melting point. 
The degree of crystallinity at the beginning of each 
warming run, Xlnltla l , was calculated from the 
specific volume using the crystallinity scale estab
lished by Hoffman and Weeks [16]. 



Tx values from about 170 to 200 DC were praeLi
cable wiLh the above procedure. It is difficult to 
carry out an isothermal crystallization mu ch below 
170 DC on a sample of convenien t size because of 
self-heaLing attending the rapid crystallization . 
Above about 200 DC, the rate of crystallization be
co mes intolerably slow. 

In a few cases, the melting points were determined 
by mounting the crystallized specimens on a hot 
stage on a polarizing microscope, and observing the 

I' tempera Lure at which birefringence disappeared. 
For most of the runs, the samples were cooled to 

room temperature after crystallizing at Tx. and then 
rewarmed and the melting curve obtained. It was 
demonstrated that this did not ::tIter T:n(obs ), as it 
relates to T x, by carrying out similar runs without 
first cooling to room temperature. The hierarchy of 
sm::tll crystals introduced below Tx on cooling Lo 
room temperature simply melt out first when the 
sample is rewarmed. 

The initiation of the crystals in the s~Lmples is 
principally by heterogeneoll s nucleation. The bulk 
crystallization isotherms follow the Avrami relation, 
x = l - exp[-Ztn], where t is time, with n = 2 to n = 
3, for the first 30 to 50 percent of the crystallization . 
The crystallization becomes much less rapid as the 
temperature is increased. Thus the rate cons tan t 
Z has the strongly negative temperature coeffi cient 
characteristic of a nucleation controlled growth mech
anism. The n = 3 exponent results from three-di
mensional growth, mainly spherulites in the body of 
the specimen born at or neal' t= O. In thin samples 
with a large amount of surface, an n = 1 component 
due to surf::tce nucleation causes the overall bulk 
isotherm to tend toward n = 2. Above x = 0.4 to 0.5 , 
the crystallization rather abruptly slows down wiLh 
the consequence that long periods of time are re
quired to attain high X values. 

3.3. Melting Runs With High XlnltIal and Fast Melting 

After conducting the investigation described above 
and analysing the data, it became apparent that 
recrystallization and other secondary effects had 
almost certainly increased some of the mel ting points 
somewhat. 

In order to reduce recrystallization and other 
secondary effects during the melting process as much 
as possible, and thereby obtain T~(obs) values that 
reflected the Tx values more precisely, a rapid melt
ing procedure was adopted. 

Specimens were heated to Tl and then crystallized 
at Tx as described in section 3.2. Then they were 
placed (without first cooling to room temperature) 
in a silicone oil bath operating quite close to the 
anticipated melting point, i .e., 1 or 2 DC below the 
T~ (obs) value obtained with a moderate warming 
rate. It was then determined, usually by the vol-
ume-temperature c'V- T) technique, whether or not 
the sample had melted out when it came to the tem
perature of the bath. By successive experiments 
with baths at closely spaced temperatures, T~(obs) 
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could be rather closely bracketted . This procedure 
i equivalent to a melting run of about 20 minu tes 
duration , most of this in terval being spen t very close 
Lo T~(obs). 

3.4. Melting Runs With Low Xlultlal and Fast Melting 

These nlOS were carried out primarily with the 
aim of determining the effect of storage time on the 
melting points for a given rate of melting. 

The runs were carried out in the same manner as 
those described in section 3.3, except that the speci
mens were not allowed to crystallize as long prior to 
being melted out. 

As noted in section 3.2, the runs with high Xlnltlal 
values (x = 0.40 to 0.65) and moderate melting rates 
were carried out on specimens about 2 mm thick 
and weighing about 3 g. In these experiments, and 
in the high Xlnl tlal runs with rapid melting, the 
17- T m ethod detects the disappearanco of all but 
the last 0.4 percent of crystals. However, in this 
low Xlnltlal nms (x = 0.05 to 0.11) the sensitivity was 
less, partly because somewhat small~r sample were 
used, but mostly because of the lower crystallinity. 
The sensitivity in these runs was such that the 
observed melting point corresponded to 3 p~rcen t 
crystallinity in the specimen. After some investi
gation of the slopes of the V - T curvos in the melting 
range, it was found that adding 0.6 DC to each 
observed mclLing point gave a T~(obs) value that 
corresponded to Lbe disappoarance of all but the 
last 0.4 percent of the crystals. This correction is 
actually somewhat small or the higher Tx, but adding 
the COll tant value 0.6 DC gives rosults accurate to 
about ± 0.2 DC in the exp~rimental ran go, which is 
sufficiell t for th e in tended purpose. 

3 .5. Melting Point by the Slow Stepwise Warming 
Method 

A specinlen of PCTFE ''las initially crystallized at 
180 DC . (The molting l"l1O was carried out with the 
specimen suspended in silicone oil so that the specific 
volume could be measured. ) It was thon warmed 
to a higher temperature and allowed to stand until 
the specific volume appeared to settle down to a 
"rest" value. Then tho tompC'ratuI'e was raised 
again, and the process repeated. The total duration 
of the mel ting part of the run was 35 days. The 
average rate of warming was 5 DC per day up to 
205 DC, 1 DC per day up to 210 DC, and 0.5 DC per 
day up to tho melting point. 

3.6. The Melting Point of Specimens Crystallized at 
High Temperatures Using Seeds 

The objective of this part of the work was to 
obtain the highest actual melting temperature for a 
specimen of PCTFE using the general concept that a 
high isothermal crystallization temperature will lead 
to a high melting point. 



As indicated in section 3.2 the rate of crystalliza
tion becomes so slow arowld 1'20=200 °0 in the 
normal rill1S that it is not convenient to carry out 
isothermal crystallizations at higher temperatures . 
Therefore seeds from a previous crystallization were 
used to accelerate the crystallization process. 

The seed crystal run was carried out in the follow
ing manner. First, the specimen was heated to 305 
°0 and then crystallized isothermally at 180 °0 to a 
degree of crystallinity of over 0.5. Then it was 
warmed to a TI value of 215.6 °0 . This melted out 
the vast majority of the crystals present, and gave 
a specific volume that was indistinguishable from 
thr liquidus. However, numerous seed crystals 
were present. (The presence of seed crystals was 
indicated by the fact that the subsequent crystal
lization at a specified value of T., was considerably 
more rapid than the crystallization would have been 
at the same Tx in a normal run.) The sample was 
then transferred from the Tl bath to another bath 
operating at Tx , and the crystallization carried to a 
fairly high X value. Then the melting point was 
determined from a i7 - T curve with a moderate 
warming rate as described in section 3.2. 

4 . Results 

Three typical melting curves for POTFE of the 
type that were used to obtain the T;n(obs) versus 
Tx data are shown in figure 5. The particular ones 
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FIGURE 5. M elting curves of P CTFE obtained fOl' runs with 
high Xinitial and moderate melting rate. 

Note increase of T":(obs) and increase of sharpness of 
melting process with rising T z • 

shown refer to the high Xln ltlal runs with moderate 
melting rate. The melting point relevant to each 
T20 value is seen to be clearly defin ed within narrow 
limits, and the definite character of the increase of 
T~(obs) with increasing T 20 is also clearly evident. 
The other types of runs yield melting curves (not 
shown) that also lead to clearly discernible melting 
points. 

The T~. (obs) versus T20 data for each of the three 
types of runs mentioned in sections 3.2,3.3, and 3.4 
are given in table 1, together with certain other 
information. The data are plotted in figure 6. 
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TABLE 1. T :(obs) versus T z data for P CTF E • 

Isothermal x at T x Approximate Obse rved 
cl' ystalliza- after crys- time required melting 

tion temper~ talli zation, to at tain point, 
atw'c, ']'z Xinitial Xi lli tial T':'(obs) 

Remarks 

A. Huns with high X initial and moderate melting rate b 

°C °C 
169. &-170. 2 "-'0.40 ~5min 213.8 Tx mcasW'ed 

with thermo-
couple in 
sam ple. 

171. 3 . 49 20min 213.6 T x certain to 
about 0.5 ° C. 

172. 5-173. 0 ~.40 5)h.miu 213.9 T z lnca-sured 
with t hermo-
couple in 
samp! ". 

179.8 . 49 :20 min 2J3.8 - -----------------
180.2 .52 1 hI' 214. 1 ------------------
187.5 . 49 85 min (cst) 215.2 -------- ----------
190.1 .63 !Od 215.2 - -----------------
190.2 . 49 ij3min 215.4 -- ----------------
19.,.8 .55 16 hr 216. 4 ----- ---- - --------
196. 0 .65 2d 216. 0 

r"""-"''''---216.9 
from V:-Tdata. 

199. 0 . 65 34 d Meltin g point 
217.2 determined 

optically. 
199.6 .53 4 d 216.9 -- ----------------

B. Run s with h igh Xi nitial and fast mclti Ll g b 

172. 5-173. 0 ~O.40 5)h.min 211. 2 l\Ielting point 
ohta ined \" isu-
ally. 

180. 1 . 48 20miu 212. 8 ------------------
185.0 .50 45 m in 213.4 ----------------- -
190. 1 . 48 96m in 214 .6 ------------------
196.7 .54 15 hr 216.5 --------- ______ 0_-
199.5 .50 3d 217.3 -- ----------------

C. Runs with low Xin iti al and fast melting c 

185.9 0.07 (est.) 8min 212.9 ----------------- -
189.8 . 0,\ (est.) 17min 213.6 - - --- - ----------- -
192.9 .09 51 min 215.0 --- -- -------------
193.5 .09 101 min 215.0 ------------------
196.1 . 11 5.2 hI' 215.8 ------------------
199. 3 .09 15.6 hr ~16. 8 --- -------------- -
201.5 .09 60 h 217.3 -- -------- --------

• Unless noted oth erwise, the T: (obs) data were obtained from i7'-T cunes . 
h In these tables the d irectly obsel'vcd 1': (obs) data are given, and refer to the 

disappearance of all bu t the last 0.4 percent of crystals. 
'The T:(obs) data given in this table have all been increased by 0.6 °C above 

the value actually observed in order to correspond to the disappearance of all 
b ut the last 0.4 percent of crystals. 'l' iJe values actuall y obscn'ed referred to the 
disappearance of all but the final 3 percent of crystallinity . 
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Table 2 gives the r esults of the runs mentioned in 
sections 3.5 and 3.6 where, with previous seeding, 
crystallization at the highest practicable temper
ature was used to attain high melting points for 
POTFE. Also shown in the same table is the result 
for the slow stepwise warming run on POTFE. 
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F IGURE 6. T~(obs) versus T x plots obtained for P CTF E . 

------- shows best straight line that fi ts data in experi
mentally accessible region, - - - - shows extrapolation to 
line T~(obs) = T x. 

The upper d iagram shows data wh erE' recrystallizatIOn 
e ffects are minimized except where noted by dotted line. 
The lower diagram s~ows data t ll at are strongly afTected 
by recrystall ization, except at the highest Tx values. 

Point _ is seed crystal r un from table 2. 

TAR L E 2. Additional melting point data on P CTFE 

A. Melting point obtained usi ng seed cr ystals to attain fast crystallization at 
h igh T . 

Isotherm al x at T . 'rime at 1':r Obsen 'ed 
Seedi ng erystalliza. arter crys- req uired to m elting 
te rli pcra- tion telTI~ tallization . attain point, Remarks 

Lure a. perature, X initia l X initial 1'':' (0 bs) 
T . 

°C °C °C 

I 
218 0 Melti ng point 

from V- 'l' 
215.6 203. 9 0.36 7d data. moderate 

melting rate. 
218 2 Optieal meHing 

pOint, moder-
ato melti ng 
rat f.', 

B. l\Jclt ing paint by 51011' stepwise war ming method 

Original M eltin g rrimr 1'('-

crystall iza- point (V- 'l' qltired for Remarks 
Lion tcm· method) run 
perature 

°C °C 
180 210.4 35 d Slight discoloration observed toward end 

of run ; spocimen sorbed small amowl t 
of silicone oil. 

• 'l'hermal history prlOI' to seec1lt1g: Sample heated to 305 °0, crystallized to 
high X at ISO °C, and then warmed to seed ing temperature. 'I'be sample was 
tben lowered to ,]" and crystallized for the t ime indicated. 
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5 . Analysis and Interpretation of Melting 
Data of PCTFE 

5.1. Preliminary Observations on 1':n{obs) Versus 
1'x Data 

Th e optically determin ed meILin g point, flJld t hat 
obtl1,ined on a portion of t Il e sflm e spccim en from 
V- 1' curvcs, are very ncmJy the sflme . This is 
evident from certain entri es cited in tl1,ble 1. This 
resul t was also confirm ed in a ]lumber of other 
studies not specifically rcported. This provid es a 
useful check of the d::rta . Rowcyc)', t h e optical 
mel ting point s have not been used in t he flnalysis of 
(3 , or in estiml1,ti ng I'm by the extnlpolalioll method . 

It is evid ent from tftble 1 that heft tiJl g to tlJO 1'1 
values in the range indicated 1'01' a given type of run 
em sed the previous therm alllisto]'y of the specim en 
so far as the dependen ce of 1''': (obs) on 1'x is con
cern ed. 

Although the main point of thi s pttpCI' is not that 
of diffel'entiating between tbe efl'ec ts on th e m elling 
point of melting ou t followed by recrysLflJI iza,tion on 
warming on t he one hand , and any isotherm al 
increase of crystl1,1 size on storage at 1'x due to chain 
mobility effects on the other, it will proye useful to 
comment b)'ieily on t hi s prior to und ertakin g the 
main l1,nl1,lysis. Oricntat ion effects are also discussed . 

It is J'etLdily seen from table 1 and figure 6 th at in 
the rapid melting runs the)'e is a small effect of 
residence time l1,t 1'x: the high Xlnltl a l nm is from 0.5 
to 0.8°C ftbove the data for low Xlnl ,la ! ' This 
implies that it small increase of the smalles t Cl',\ 's tal 
dimens ion d ue to chain mobility may have ocC'urrr.d 
isotherm ally at I'x in t he high Xln lt l,, ! run , whrre 
the res idence t ime was substantially longer. Some 
of t hc in crease of 1',~(obs) in the rapid mel tin g run 
with high Xln! tla l may be ft result of res id uaJ liquid 
phase orientation flrising from t he crysta lliz~ttion 
process itself, but this is no t consid ered likely (see 
below). 

The 1''':(obs) data for runs with high XIDltln! and 
moderate warming raLes are well above any of the 
rfl,pid melting run data for 1'x values in the range 
170 to "" 185 °C. (Compare upper and lower dia
grams in fig. 6.) Some of this excess in the meltin g 
point values for the moderate melting mte runs could 
be due to an increase of crystal size of the same 
general character that takes plfl,ce on isothermal 
s torage, but the greater par t of it is pl'obl1,bly a 
result of melting out followed by rec rystallization 
during t he warming pm"t of the run s. Mandelkern 
and coworkers have clearly demonstrated in certain 
polymers (see for example [5]) tha,t an incremental 
increase in temperature from 1'i to 1'J leads first to a 
distinct increase of volume at 1'J followed by a slow 
decrease. This was interpreted as melting out of 
small crystals followed by recrysLallization to form 
larger crystals. The initial increase of volume at 
1'J noted by t hese wor}.;:ers is in our opinion much 
too large to be ascribed solely to chain mobility 
effects: fl,n increase of step h eight due to chain 
mobility leads, in the first l1,pproximation, only to a 
change of t he shape of a crystl1,l, and not its total 



volume. Similar volume changes were noted in 
PCTFE in specimens warmed rapidly from room 
temperature to a fixed temperature fairly near the 
meItinO" point, showing that melting out of small 
crysta~ followed by recrystallization can in fact 
occur in this polymer. 

N ear and above Tx= 198 DC, all three types of run 
give very similar melt ing points, showir~g a gen.eral 
lack of sensitivity to heating rate and reSIdence tIme. 
Even the seed crystal run in table 2 is consistent in 
this respect. Our general conclusion from the above 
is that for Tx values above 198 DC, the T:'(obs) data 
as obt~ined are essentially free of significant recrys
tallization and cha,in mobility effects. 

Between a Tx of 185 and 198 °C, each rapid melting 
run is evidently a simple linear continua,tion of the 
T:'(obs) versus Tx points above 198 DC, where the 
data are evidently mostly free of secondary effects 
as noted above. Accordingly, we conclude that the 
meltuw points obtained with fast melting from 
T = 18°5 DC up to the highest Tx va,lues employed 
aI~e most representative of the original crystallization 
mechanism. 

When considered as a whole, the present evidence 
for PCTFE indicates tha,t meltmg out followed by 
recrystallization is a substantially more important 
cause of an increase of step height (and hence T:,(ob~)) 
after the la,mella is originally formed than the cham 
mobility effect. In accord with the expectati?n~ c~ted 
Ul section 2.1, all the secondary effects are mmmuzed 
at hiO"h temperatures for a, wide range of storage 
timesoand warmmg rates. The fact that l'ecI'ystal~i
zation is minimized at lower temperatures by rapId 
melting is also in accord with expectati?n. . 

Finally, we must concern ourselves WIth the POSSI
bility that abnormalli~uid orientation ~ffects ~av.e 
artificially raised the Tm(obs) values. FIrst we lI~dI
cate that the specimens exhibited no marked bIre
fringence after melting out at T,~(obs). It .was 
concluded from this that there was never any senous 
deO'ree of orientation in the specimens on a macro
sc~pic scale. Any liquid orientation would have to 
be on a local scale, pl'esuma,bly induced by the crys
tallization process. From the standpoint of. T:'(o?s) 
versus T" da,ta" one would expect onentatIOn 
of this type to manifest itself in the following way 
under equivalent conditions of initial crys tallinity 
and crystallization temperature, a fast melting run 
should give a higher T:'(o~s) than a slow r~n b~cause 
of the greater opportumty for randomIzatIOn of 
orientation in the slow run. Just the reverse occurs 
in P CTFE. 

5 .2 . Determination of (:J 

The T:'(obs) versus Tx plots used to determme 
(:J ar e shown in figure 6. 

A lea,st-squares fit of t he data in the straight line 
reO'ion yields the following equations where the 
te~perature is in DC: 

T:'(obs)= 187.17°+0.1486 Tx (9 ) 
(180.2 to 199.6 °C for high Xlnltl a ll 

moderate melting rate) 

T:'(obs ) = 163.22°+ 0.2709 Tx 10 

(185.0 to 199.5 DC for high Xlnl tlab fast melting) 

T:'(obs) = 157.89° + 0.2952Tx (11 ) 

(185.9 to 201.5 °C low Xlnl t la ll fast melting). 

T A BLE 3. Estimates of T m by extrapolation method and values 
of fJ for P CTF E 

Run {J 
Temperatnre at intersection of extra· 

polated T ,:,(obs) versus T , line and 
Hne T~ (obs) = T, 

Low X ini t i llol, fast melting ______ _ 1. 69 

1. 85 

°0 
224 .0 

High X iD. it ia l, fastmelting _____ _ 223 .9 

High Xin it ial , moderate melt-
ing rate __ ________ ____ _____ . _ (3.36) (219.8) 

The value of (:J obtained from eqs (9- 11 ) using eq 
(6) m'e shown in table 3. .. . 

The value {j = 1.69 obtamcd wlth the fast meltmg 
run with low XlnltIal is in reasonable agreement with 
the theoretical expectations mentioned in section ~ . 1. 
This result means that even the largest detectlble 
crystals in the system are only abo~t 70 percent 
thicker than the mean value of a prunary nucleus 
(or a growth nucleus wi.th large E). The .rap~d m.eIting 
run with high Xlnltlal glves {3 = 1.?5, wInch IS st~ll not 
far from theoretical expectatIOn. The shghtly 
O"reater (:J value in this case may be a result of chain 
~obility effects due to the longer residence time. at 
Tx. (The run with high Xln ltla l and moderatemeltmg 
rate is known to be strongly affected by recrystal 
lization at low Tx , and is included principally to show 
how abnormally large (:J values will be found when 
such data are analysed.) 
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We reO"ard the remarkable tendency of the step 
height of' even the largest 0 bservable crystals i? the 
system to maintain valu.es close to the n~lcleus dImen 
sion during the crystallIzatIOn process m PCTFE as 
beulg most readily under~tood in t~rms o~ the crystals 
with chain folds . As d1scussed 1ll sectlOn 2.1, a (:J 
value running from somewhat below to somewhat 
above unity can be given a reasonable direct theoret 
ical justification for a system of chain folded crys~als, 
but no such justification seems to have been g1ven 
for the buncUe-lilze model. 

Further eviden ce that the chaul fold model is 
appropriate to the case of melting ph.eno~ena in 
PCTFE is as follows. PCTFE crystalhzed m bulk 
is known to be spherulitic [2, 17], and definite eV1-
dence is available showing that the spherultic texture 
in this polymer is distinctly lamellar [18, 19] . qur 
microscopic observations have shown tha,t meltmg 
points obtained from V- T curves may be clos~ly 
identified with the disappearance of the last vestIge 
of the lamellar spherulitic crystallulity. Since the 
basic features of lamellar s pherulites arc most rea
sonably interprete~ in terms of structur~s possess~1g 
chaul folds [7, 13], 1t follows that the melt~ng beh.avIOr 
described for PCTFE is most appropnately mter
preted in terms of chain folded crystals. 



5 .3 . Estimate of Tm by Extrapolation Method 

The gen eral situation with regard to th e exLra
polation of the T,~(obs) versus T x data to the line 
T": (ob ) = T x is shown in figure 6. 

Table 1 brings out the enormous increase of crys
Lallization time that is incurred by raising T x. This 
places an upper limit on the T":(obs) value that can 
be achieved in a run of reasonable duration . An ex
amination of figure 6 shows that to obtain an ob
served m elting point of 220 °0, the crystallizatioll 
would hfl.ve to be carried out close to 210 °0. Our 
sL udies of the kinetics of crystallization of POTFE 
[2] indicfl.te that without seeding it would take at 
least one year to achieve a crystallinity of 10 percent 
fl.t this Lemperature. (The rate constan t Z mell
tioned in section 3.2 vfl.ries approximately as exp 
[- t::.H*/RT1 exp [- K d T2 (t::.T)],fl.nd the Ifl.tter term, 
which has a strongly negative temperature coeffi
cient, is dominant anywhere n eal' Trn . Hence there is 
a ve ry rapid in crease in the time required to achieve 
a given degree of crystfl.llinity fl.S t he crysLallizaLion 
temperature is raised. ) Seeding might be used to 
shorten the t un e, but long crystallizaLion times 
would still be needed . 

The data obtained with a long residence time at 
T x (high Xlnltlal) and moderate melting rates lead to 
an intersection at T = 219 .8 °0 (table 3 ). This may 
be safely regarded as a lower luuit for T m, since 
recrystfl.llization is known to h ave raised T:" (obs) at 
the lower T x valu es, and thus artificially lowered t he 
point of intersedion. 

As noted previously, the most reliable vfl.lue of Tm 
should be found with data obtained by rapid mclting 
of specimens with low Xlnltl a l , since r ecrysLtlllization 
and chain mobility effects are th en minimized. 
Also, in f,ISt melting run s, the eHects of resid ual 
orientaLion should be minimized by employing 101V 

initifd crystallinites. The run with low Xllll t l a l and 
rapid melting gives Tm= 224.0 °0 . The rfl.pid 
m eltin g mn with high Xlnl t lal gives th e practicaJly 
identical result Tm= 223.9 °0. One gath ers from 
this t hat any orientation, chain mobility, and 
recyrstallizat ion effects that occurred in th e high 
Xlnltl a l run as compared with th e low Xlnttl a l rapid 
melting run were either compensfl.tory or small. 

Accordingly , the " best" value of the equilibrium 
melting temperat ure of POTFE as obtained by t he 
extrapolat ion m ethod is quoted as 

(12) 

The standard deviation of efl.ch of the fast m elting 
runs is only 0.5 °0 fl.t Trn. The larger error of ± 1 °0 
is used to allow for other factors, for example un
detected curvature in the T:" (obs ) versus T x lines 
used in th e extrapolation . 

Note that th e estimated value of Tm is about 6 °0 
above t he high est melting point actually obtained 
on any POTFE specimen (see T = 218.2 °0 run in 
table 2) . It will be seen subsequ ently that this state 
of affairs is not unique to POTFE. 

The present study provides a simple explanation 
for the low melting points in t h e range 212 to 215 °0 
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that have been reported in th e past for POTFE . 
When POTFE sample of ordinary size, say 2 to 5 
111m thick , arc heated well above the melting point, 
n,nd then allowed to cool in air , most of t h e cry t al
lization tends to take place between 165 and 175 °0 . 
This happens because the crystallization is mpid in 
this r egion, and because the heat evolved is sufficient 
to maintain a specimen of the size mentioned in t his 
range for a time. (The heating an d coolin g procedure 
described corresponds to the molding cooling pro
cedure often used in practice). A glan ce at table 1 
shows that a sample crystallized in t his range will 
melt between about 212 and 215 °0, depending OIl 
the melting rate. 

5.4. Shape of Melting Curves 

Som e evidence was obtained suggesting t hat t he 
breadth of t h e m eltin g process diminishes as the 
crystfl.lliztLt ion temperat ure increases, i .e., as !:IT 
decreases , as shown schem aticfl.lly in figure 4. An 
example of t his behavior is seell in figure 5: The 
quantity clT/a'";:' n car th e liquidus is clea.rly larger for 
the Tx= 171.3° curve than iL is for the TT= 199.0 °0 
curve. To a rough ttpproximat ion, clT/clv for th ese 
rUllS appefl.rs to VMy as t::.T. However, Lhere was 
cons iderable scaL ler in th e clT/dV daLa for these 
high Xlnl t l a l runs wiLh moderate melting rates. 
It seems probable t hn,t mu ch of t bis scaLter was due 
to t h e secondary effects th flt occurred during th e 
melting process. No clT/cll datfl. of t h e required 
fl.ccumcy were obtained with ffl.st warmin g rates. 

A n umber of the melting curves for high Xlnl t l a l 

with moderate melti~ng r evealed <L smitll " tail" of 
t he type depicLed in the in set in figure 4 . This tail 
corresponds to t he meltulg out of something less 
t han the last Olle or two percent of the crystals fl.nd 
usually occurred over fI. mnge of less thfl.ll one degree. 

6. Discussion 

6.1. Compa rison of Extrapolated T m Value With 
Tha t Estima ted by the Slow Stepwisez W arming 
Method 

It has been recommended that th e equilibrium 
melting temperature of a polymer b e measured by 
slow stepwise warming [5 , 6]. The polymer may be 
initially crystallized under any of a number of con
ditions. The stepwise warming is to he carried out 
so that t he specific volume settles down to its " rest" 
value aft er each incremental increase of temperature. 
The method evidently relies in large part on melting 
out follo wed by recrystfl.llization and other secondary 
effects to achieve large and high meltin g crystals. 
This method of estimating Tm is discussed b elow in 
th e light of the present work. 

In the case of POTFE, it appears th at th e " Tm" 
value of 216.4 °0 ohtained by the slow stepwise 
warming method is somewhat below the true equi
librium melting temperature . This statem ent holds 
even if one questions t h e Tm value of 224 °0 obtained 
by the extrapolation m ethod, since specimens 
m elting at 218.0 to 218.2 °0 can h e made rather 



easily by crystallizing the polymer at high tempera
tures (table 2). Thus, the melting point obtained by 
the slow stepwise warming method is at least 1.6 °0 
low. If the extrapolation method is valid, as the 
present study suggests, then the melting point 
obtained by the stepwise warming method is about 
7.5 °0 below T"" 

The slow stepwise warming run carried out on 
POTFE may not be a completely fair test of the 
method. Some silicone oil was taken up by the 
specimen, and some discoloration possibly indicative 
of slight degradation was observed. On this basis, 
the melting point of 216.4 °0 might be thought to be 
lower than that which would be found in a more 
ideal stepwise warming run of the same duration. 
Note, however, that the isothermal run of 34 days 
duration mentioned in table 1 (A) does not lead to a 
melting point that is out of line with those found in 
much shorter runs. (The specimens in the shorter 
runs did not become discolored or take up any sig
nificant amount of silicone oil. ) 

In order to check flll'ther on the relative value of 
the stepwise warming 1TI.ethod and the extrapolation 
method, we initiated a study on linear polyethylene 
(Mal'lex 50). Here the Tm value found from a 
T':'(obs) versus Tx plot was compared with (a) the 
value T m = 137.5 ± 0.5 °0 found by Quinn and Man
delkern for Marlex 50 by the stepwise warming 
method [6], and (b) the convergence temperature 
of the orthorhombic form of the n -paraffins as 
determined by the careful analysis of Broadhurst 
[20], which includes new data on n-094HI90. A 
detailed report of both the T':'(obs) versus Tx 
studies (s till in progress) and the convergence 
temperature work will be given elsewhere, but the 
following brief summary is relevant here. 

The observed melting point for polyethylene 
increases markedly with increasing Tx , corresponding 
to {J ~ 1 in eq (6). At this writing, the extrapolated 
value of Tm is 143 ± 2 °0. (A somewhat more precise 
value may be expected when the work is completed.) 
This compares favorably with the convergence 
temperature of 141.1 ± 2.4 °0 found by Broadhurst. 
The latter may be taken as an independent estimate 
of T m, since the crystal structure of polyethylene is 
orthorhombic. As in POTFE, secondary effects 
attributable to recrystallization and chain mobility 
in the crystal were fouod. A specimen crystallized 
at Tx= 130.0 °0 for two weeks (high Xlnltlal, moderate 
warming rate) gives T~(obs)=137.7 °0, which is 
practically identical to the result obtained by Quinn 
and Mandelkern using the slow stepwise warming 
technique. 

The T':'(obs) versus T x plot containing the point 
T';'(obs) = 137.7 ° 0 has a definite positive slope 
similar to that found in POTFE, and gives a strong 
impression that crystallization at a higher tempera
ture would give a significantly higher melting point. 
This would, of course, take a long time to verify 
because of the rapidly diminishing crystallization 
rate, but the implication remains clear. 

From the above, it seems improbable that Tm is 
below 140 °0 for linear polyethylene, suggesting 
that the slow stepwise warming method, as applied 

in this case, gave a melting point that was at least 
2.5 °0 below Tm. Our present best estimate is 
that Tm for polyethylene is about 3.5 to 5.5 0 0 above 
the melting point given by the slow stepwise warm
ing method, i.e., Tm is between 141 and 143 °0. 

lt is considered that the value {J ~ 1 found for poly
ethylene implies that crystallization with chain folds 
occurs in this polymer. 

Some further discussion of the slow stepwise 
warming method is of interest. 

The stepwise warming technique has a tendency 
to yield the same melting point for polymer crystal
lized in a variety of ways and at different tempera
tures prior to the start.of the slow stepwise warming 
run. This result is readily understandable in terms 
of the concepts outlined in this paper. 

Assume for the sake of discussion that two speci
mens are at hand, and that the one consists mostly 
of small crystals formed at high supercooling, and 
the other of medium-sized crystals formed at moder
ate supercooling. By the time that both specimens 
have been warmed to a temperature sufficient to 
melt out the medium-sized crystals, the small ones 
will also have melted out. Then the recrystallization 
and other secondary effects occurring in both speci
mens on sufficiently slow warming will tend to occur 
under conditions of equivalent supercooling. Thus, 
the larger crystals formed at these higher tem
peratures must be expected to eventually develop 
a quite similar size distribution in each case. Then 
at some temperature near (but still below) Tm , 

the negative temperature coefficient of the recrystal
lization and other secondary n1.echanisms will in 
the allotted tin1.e effectively prevent the formation 
of still larger crystals, and the melting point con
sistent with the patience of the investigator will 
have been reached. Because of the similarity in 
crystal size, both specimens will melt close to the 
same temperature, but this temperature will be 
somewhat below Tm. Interestingly, the sameness 
of the observed melting point with slow stepwise 
warming for a polymer initially crystallized in 
various ways has been cited as evidence that the 
melting temperature so found was in fact the equilib
rium melting temperature. Such evidence could 
actually mean merely that the largest crystals in 
the preparation were of roughly the same size, 
and is not adequate as a proof of the attainment 
of Tm. 
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In view of the foregoing, it is considered improbable 
that the slow stepwise warming technique, as it 
has been applied in practice, actually gives the 
equilibrium melting temperature. The slow step
wise warming technique has the advantage of 
simplicity, and obviously minimizes orientation 
effects, but the presently available evidence is that 
melting points obtained in this way are apt to be 
several degrees below Tm. 

The present work presents an alternative to the 
slow stepwise warming technique if the objective 
is to obtain the highest melting point for a real 
specimen in a given period of time. The bulk of 
the allotted time is spent in an isothermal crystalli
zation at the highest temperature where a reasonable 



amount of crystallization will develop. Then the 
specimen is wfl,rmed and the melting point deter
mined. The latter step would most wisely be 
carried out on several specimens for a series of 
moderate itnd fairly slow warming rates. Seeding 
may b e used to achieve an increased rate of crystfl,lli
zation at high T x values if feasible. This general 
procedure forms large crystals in the specimen in 
the beginning, fl,nd does not rely largely on secondary 
mechanisms to achieve the same end. The present 
evidence uggests that this method is at least as 
eilicient in producing a high melting point in a 
SpeC iJl1en in a given period of time fl,S the slow 

I stepwise wfl,lming technique. It should be under
stood that Tm cannot fl,ctually be attained by either 
method in a real specimen becfl,use of the extreme 
slowness of both crystallization mId recrystallization 
ncar Tm , and the tendency of the step height of a 
ch a in folded crystal to maintain itself (sec section 
6.3). 

The extrapolation method of estimating Tm 
proposed in this paper is not without its pitfall . 
In order to avoid recrystallization and other second
ary effects, it is des irable to use fairly rapid melting 
rates. However, the usc of such melting mtes 
may fail to allow residual orientation effects in the 
liquid to disipate, and thus increase the observed 
melting points somewhat. In the case of POTFE 
this effect is evidently small enough 0 that it is 
not unambiguously identifiable. It is b elieved 
that residual orientation would in any case be 
subdued by dealing with samples of low crystallinity. 
The evidence is that the extrapolation method, as 
applied using low Xlnltlal and fairly rapid melting, is 
fl,ccurate in the case of polyethylene, and it is like
wise believed correct within the stated limits of 
errOlO for POTFE. Nevertheless, investigations with 
other polymers should not for the time being b e 
confined merely to runs with low Xlnltlal and rapid 
melting, since unusually large secondary or orien
tation effects may appear in some instances. The 
proposed extrapolation method has the distinct 
advantage of being associated with a simple theory 
whose main points (such as a linear increase of 
T":(o bs) with increasing T x) can be verified in the 
region where the kinetics of crystallization allow 
data to be obtained. The method also provides 
additional information of interest, for instance 
that concerning (J . 

6 .2 . Crystal Size Versus Volume Imperfections a s 
Principal Cause of T":(obs) Falling Below Tm 

The treatment in this paper deals with the lowering 
of the melting point of a polymer that is caused by a 
restriction of one crystal dimension, I, to a small size. 
This r es triction is incurred in the original isothermal 
crystallization. Thus, crystal size rather than 
volume imperfections have been taken as the main 
source of the fact that T":(obs) falls well below Tm. 
We must now raise the question concerning whether 
this point of view is reasonable in POTFE. 

Geil has found from electron micrographs that the 
lamellae in an air-cooled specimen of POTFE are 
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approximately 250 A thick [19]. As noted earlier, 
a specimen that is a ir-cooled tend to crystallize at 
fl,ro und 175 °0, correspondi.ng to LlT ~50 °0. This 
work m ay be taken as proving the existence of very 
thLn crystals in POTFE of the general Lype that 
must be expected to have a m elting point many 
degrees below Tm. 

A simple calculation using eq (3) may be used to 
lend credence to this statement. For POTFE, we 
have T m = 497.2 OK, Lll~f= 9.1 X I08 erg cm- 3 [21]; 
further, 1 ~250 A = 2.5 X lO- 6 cm for polymer that is 
air cooled . The quantity (T e in eq (3) must be esti
mated. Recent theoretical studies suggest that the 
lower range of (T e for chain folded crystals will be 
25- 50 erg cm- 2 [7]. (A value in this range is 111so 
consistent with the surface free energy parameters 
obtained from studie of Lhe radial g rowth l"fl,te of 
POTFE spherulites [2].) Using (Te= 40 erg em- 2 

in eq (3), it is found that the melting POil) L of the 
crystal of average thickness will be about 17 .5 °0 
below Tm. Oonsi.dering the fact thaL the observed 
melting point refers to the largest crystals in the 
system , we would estimate with {J = 1.7 that the 
depression should be about 10 °0, co rresponding to 
T':'(obs) = 214 °0. This is close to whn,t is observed 
for air-cooled specimens (section 5.3). 

The foregoing ol,lculfl,tion is tendered as a partial 
justification for analysing the present experiments 
in terms of crystal size e{fects, rather than ascribing 
the observed depressions incu rred by low crystal
lization temperatures mainly to volume inIperfec
tions. The latter may exist in excess concentration, 
and play ome role in lowering the observed melt
ing point, but it is very doubtful that thi role is the 
major one. No crystal is "perfect" at its m elting 
point , and a polymer crystal itt thi temperature must 
be expected to have an equilibrium concentration of 
volume defects, e.g., a certain number of small chain 
ends incorporated in the lattice. However, su ch 
equilibrium defects arc not to b e con idered as 
lowering the melting point. From our point of 
view, the important " imperfections" that influence 
the melting behavior of high molecular weight 
linear polymers with no stereochemical irregularities 
are the high energy chain folded surfaces and the 
thinness of the crystals. 

6 .3. The Concept of the Equilibrium Melting 
Temperature 

The present work does not in any way deny the 
existence of an equilibrium melting temperature for a 
highly crystallizable linear polymer. It does how
ever bring out the reasons why this temperature will 
be impossible (or at least exceedingly difficult ) to 
attain in a real polymer specimen . These reasons 
are: 

(1) One dimension of a polymer crystal, 1, is 
small and varies with the crystallization temperature 
as l / (LlT) because of the nature of the nueleation
controlled growth mechanism in chain folded systems. 

(2) The smallness of this one dimension is suf
ficient to significantly reduce the melting pomt . 

(3) Attempts to produce crystals with a large 
dimension by crystallizing at high temperatures, 



i.e., small (!:J.T), are rendered difficult and eventually 
impracticable by the rapidly increasing crystalliza
tion times involved as !:J.Tis diminished . This effect 
is again due to the nucleation controlled character 
of the growth process. 

(4) Efforts to increase the I dimensions of the chain 
folded crystals by recrystallization and other second
ary mechanisms (using either prolonged storage or 
slow warming) are increasingly inefficient as the melt
ing point is approached. Near the melting point, 
nucleation effects strongly inhibit recrystallization, 
and the large lamellar thickness together with the 
existence of the folds prevent internal diffusion (chain 
mobility) from further increasing the step height. 

In short, our studies strongly suggest that Tm 
could be closely approached (say within 1 or 2 °C) 
in a real specimen only in an experiment of ex
traordinary duration. In this situation, we have 
turned to estimating Tm using a method that. essen
tially extrapolates to the temperature appropriate to 
infinite l. Despite its lack of attainability in a real 
specimen in an experiment of reasonable duration, 
Tm is clearly to be regarded as a real property of 
thermodynamic significance. 

The present work suggests that the true equi
librium melting curve for a linear polymer of very 
high molecular weight with no stereochemical irregu
larities would strongly resemble the very sharp 
first-order transition commonly associated with 
ordinary pure molecular crystals. The equilibrium 
melting curve refers to the melting of an assembly of 
crystals, each having very large a, h, and I dimen
sions. The melting of each such crystal would refer 
to the equilibrium 6- (infinite crystal) = G (liquid) 
at Tm , where G is the Gibbs free energy. As noted 
earlier, it is unlikely that such a state will be readily 
attained in a real polymer system. However, the 
increasing sharpness of the melting process in 
PCTFE and polyethylene that is observed as higher 
and higher initial crystallization temperatures are 
employed points to the validity of the above con
cept. The melting point of a small polymer crystal 

refers to the metastable equilibrium G (small crys
tal) = G (slightly supercooled liquid) at T';'(l ) , 
or T';'(obs) if the larger crystals in an assembly are 
considered. As long as the time scale is specified, so 
that no change of crystal size takes place dUTing the 
melting experiment, and provided that the slightly 
supercooled liquid is in its normal state, T';' (obs) is 
also a quantity of thermodynamic significance. 
There is no fundamental objection to applying 
thermodynamics to metastable equilibria. 
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